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“[A]ccording to the degree to which the state is able to attenuate or otherwise 

weaken rival cultural memories, it may succeed in severing the individual 

from his or her past – only to re-systematize or re-orient the individual along 

lines more useful to the state. The net effect of this, at least from the state’s 

perspective, would undoubtedly be a more manageable polity, with more 

social order, more cohesion, more homogeneity.”1 

 

“Llegó la hora del respeto, llegó la hora de la puntualidad.”2  

(“The hour of respect has arrived; the hour of punctuality has arrived.”) 

 

  

Benjamin Franklin’s adage that “time is money” neatly expresses the modern 

capitalist economic value of time.3 Time was a critically valuable medium in those 

Protestant sects identified by Max Weber as constituting the spirit of capitalism 

through their development of a particular work ethic.4 Indeed, concurrent to Weber’s 

assertion that capitalism has become disentangled from its roots in Protestant 

asceticism, time has itself also become disengaged from its cultural and social 

significance and subverted to the imperatives of modern systems of production and 

exchange. The recent campaign by the Peruvian government to increase economic 

productivity expresses the fact: the state identified a lacksidaisical attitude towards 

                                                
1 Gross, David, “Temporality and the Modern State”, Theory and Society, Vol. 14, No. 1. (Jan., 1985), 
67 – 68. 
2 A primary source of material cited throughout this essay is a document (hereafter referred to as 
PLHSD) published by the Acuerdo Nacional prior to the launch of La Hora Sin Demora on March 1st, 
2007. Entitled Peru: La Hora Sin Demora – Campaña Nacional “Por El Reseto Y La Puntualidad” 
(Peru: Time Without Delay –  ‘National Campaign for the Respect of Punctuality)’, hereafter PLHSD, 
it may be download through the website of the Acuerdo Nacional: 
http://www.acuerdonacional.gob.pe/InformeActi/2007/puntualidad/Presentaci%C3%B3n%20Campa%
C3%B1a%20-%2026%20feb%202007.pdf (accessed 010707). Creators of La Hora Sin Demora, the 
Acuerdo Nacional is a ‘think-tank’ composed of a selection of government bureaucrats and ministerial 
advisors which function from the predication of the secularity of the state, allowing for freedom of 
conscience while acknowledging the state’s close relationship with Church institutions. See Peruvian 
Constitution (1993), preamble and articles 14, 18 & 50. 
3 Cited in Weber, Max (Taclott, Parsons, trans.), The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
(London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1930 [1976]), 48. 
4 Weber distinguishes between four main streams of ascetic Protestantism: Calvinism, Methodism, 
Pietism, and the Baptist sects. Giddens, Anthony, Capitalism and Modern Social Theory: An Analysis 
of the Writings of Marx, Durkheim and Max Weber (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 
128. 



time as economically detrimental.5 In order to address the negligible economic effects 

of time’s traditional value, an organized campaign to synchronize timepieces to 

international standard was inaugurated with a ceremony lead by the president. At 

noon on March 1st, 2007 church bells rang out across the country to signal the 

beginning of La Hora Sin Demora, or ‘time without delay’.6  

 

In this essay I will show that the state’s enforcement of a homogenous temporality to 

improve economic production, compelled by the recognition of an indifferent attitude 

towards time as economically unfavourable, represents implementation of a Protestant 

work ethic: dedication to one’s work and valuing time are the qualities called for. The 

state’s intention to motivate increased efficiency through instituting a global time 

value requires the replacement of traditional attitudes to work with Protestant values 

to encourage foreign investment.7 Official discourse treats frugal attitudes to time in 

terms of religious values, effectively obscuring the goal of extracting the maximum 

economic potential of the population.8 This concealment supports Weber’s claim that 

the explicit connection of work to “the highest cultural values” is a precondition of a 

Protestant work ethic.9 The Peruvian campaign of La Hora Sin Demora represents the 

induction of the labourer to global market forces wherein the motivation to work is 

                                                
5 Salazar, Carla, “Peru Launches Campaign Against Lateness”, 2nd March, 2007, online at 
http://www.ibtimes.com/articles/20070302/peru-punctuality.htm (accessed 010907). 
6 Ibid; http://www.agenciaperu.com/sociedad/2007/mar/campana_puntualidad.html (accessed 010907). 
7 Weber defines traditionalism as follows: “man [sic] does not “by nature” wish to earn more and more 
money, but simply to live as he is accustomed to live and to earn as much as is necessary for that 
purpose.” Weber, Max (Taclott, Parsons, trans.), The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
(London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1930 [1976]), 60. 
8 Hamilton, Clive, Growth Fetish (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2003); Cf. footnote 48.  
9 Kalberg, Stephen (intro. and trans.), Weber, Max, The Protestant Work Ethic and the Spirit of 
Capitalism (Los Angeles: Roxbury Publishing Company, 1930 [2002]), 124. 



instilled through imposition of temporality devoid of any value save the capitalist 

ethic of gain.10 

 

The state’s tampering with temporal values to increase its economy is concordant to 

its political history over the last decade. The government under which the clocks were 

synchronized is led by Alan Garcia, currently serving his second term as president.11 

His first, from 1980 to 1985, degenerated into a severe financial crisis that saw the 

rate of inflation swell to between 7,000 – 12,000%.12 Despite the exile of the 

subsequent president Fujimori under a cloud of accusations of corruption, incremental 

improvement under the three presidents succeeding Garcia’s first term was 

recorded.13 The GDP for 2005 was $78.4 billion.14 Indeed, the state had recovered to 

such an extent by the time he was re-elected to office in 2006 it was possible for 

Garcia to announce a ‘180-day plan’ of spending $1.7 billion on infrastructure, 

                                                
10 On the relativity of time’s measurement to agricultural cycles in Andean culture, Carlson, John B., 
“America’s Ancient Skywatchers”, National Geographic (March, 1990), 76 – 107. Also Whitney, 
Stefan, “Archaeologists Uncover 2,300-year-old Solar Calendar in Peru”, 1st March, 2007, available 
online at http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=aptMMaQE2fMg (accessed 
170407). 
11 Salazar, Carla, “Peru Launches Campaign Against Lateness”, 2nd March, 2007, at 
http://www.ibtimes.com/articles/20070302/peru-punctuality.htm (accessed 010907). 
Garcia is leader of the left-wing social democratic APRA party, which originated in resistance of state 
enterprises which were perceived to exploit the lower classes. See Villanueva, Victor and Peter 
Crabtree, “The Petty-Bourgeois Ideology of the Peruvian Aprista Party”, Latin American Perspectives, 
Vol. 4, No. 3, “Peru: Bourgeois Revolution and Class Struggle”, Summer 1997, 57 – 76. On the 
correspondence between ethnic/religious diversity and the class system, see,  Faron, L.C., “Ethnicity 
and Social Mobility in Chancay Valley, Peru,” in Goldschmidt, Walter and Harry Hoijer (eds.), The 
Social Anthropology of Latin America: Essays in Honor of Ralph Leon Beals (Los Angeles: Latin 
American Centre, University of California, 1970), 224 – 255.  
12 Gill, Anthony, “Religion and Democracy in South America: Challenges and Opportunities”, in Jelen, 
Ted Gerard and Clyde Wilcox (eds.), Religion and Politics in Comparative Perspective, The One, the 
Few, and the Many (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 195 – 221. 
13 Fujimori’s term was marked by claims of “fraudulent elections, the revelation of a massive 
corruption network and the subsequent collapse of the administration.” See 
http://www.idea.int/publications/acuerdo_nacional/upload/Acuerdo_nacional_%20final-2.pdf 
(accessed 030707); Tanaka, Martín, “From Crisis to Collapse of the Party Systems and Dilemmas of 
Democratic Representation: Peru and Venezuela” in Mainwaring, Scott, et al (eds.), The Crisis of 
Democratic Representation in the Andes (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006). 
14 http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/35762.htm (accessed 220407). A more recent news report outlines 
Peru’s steady economic growth: 
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=ajb5xYIq7i7A (accessed 110707). 



schooling and health care in rural, poverty-stricken areas.15 The segment of society at 

which this plan was aimed – mainly rural agriculturalists – forms the backbone of the 

Peruvian economy.16 At the same time that investment in the rural agricultural sector 

represents the reparation of the state’s – and Garcia’s own – reputation, the rural 

citizen’s integration into the machinery of capitalist economy through La Hora Sin 

Demora effectively replaces the traditional cosmological significance of time and 

labour with a capitalist economic ethics of time.17 It is the intention of La Hora Sin 

Demora, the government maintains, to promote, “fulfilment of the opportunity of 

time” and, “working with the most efficiency...”18  

 

The recognition of the valuable “opportunity” of time to the efficiency of capitalist 

production is an organizing principle of what Weber discerned as the origins of the 

‘spirit’ of modern capitalism in a frugal and ascetic Protestant culture.19 Three 

prominent components of the ‘spirit’ of Protestantism from which Weber theorizes 

the ‘spirit’ of capitalism originated are the idea of pre-destination, the ideal of a 

‘vocational calling’, and practices of piety or asceticism.20 According to the Calvinist 

idea of predestination, one’s financial situation was believed to correspond with one’s 

inevitable other-worldly station. In practice this meant that an individual’s wealth 

directly corresponded to their position vis-à-vis salvation.21 Skillful performance of 

one’s work was in effect the enactment of God’s purpose for society. While 

                                                
15 http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/11/06/AR2006110600173.html 
(accessed 100907) 
16 Mitchell, William P., Voices From the Global Margin: Confronting Poverty and Inventing New Lives 
in the Andes (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006), 207 – 215. 
17  
18 “…cumplir a tiempo oportunamente con nuestars obliaciones y responsabilidades, trabaja con mayor 
eficiencia y calidad...” (“…fulfilling the opportunity of time with our obligations and responsibilities, 
working with the most efficiency…”), PLHSD, 5. See footnote 47 for entire quote and its translation. 
19 Weber, 2002, 115 – 125; Giddens, 119 – 169. 
20 Weber, 1976, 62. 
21 Hill, Michael, A Sociology of Religion (London: Heinemann, 1976), 117 – 123; Giddens, 128, 129. 



dedication to one’s vocation was a virtue indicating faith in a heavenly reward, the 

vocation itself was considered, “an absolute end in itself, a calling.”22 Work was not, 

however, to be undertaken in the spirit of desire for its financial rewards. While 

signifying one’s other-worldly station, the products of work were treated according to 

the virtues of piety and asceticism.23 Pious renunciation of accrual of wealth, for 

example, foreran the contemporary capitalist practice of reinvestment of capital.24 In 

Weber’s words, “striving for riches [was] suspect only if carried out with the end in 

mind of leading a carefree and merry life once wealth is acquired.”25 

 

The Protestant values of time and work – diligence and disavowal of materiality – 

were integral to the formation of modern union of capitalist gain and a rational 

temporality.26 Indeed, the efficiency with which capitalist markets function is 

preceded by its value within Protestant work culture. The culture of ascetic 

productivity which emerged from Protestantism placed overwhelming importance 

upon the proper use of time. “In the seventeenth century”, writes Hensley, “both New 

England clergymen and magistrates thought of time as a holy attribute and urged its 

productive use by appealing by Puritan theology.”27 Its frugal treatment was in fact, 

“nothing less than [an expression] of Christian duty.”28 The salvific significance of 

work meant that time, through its ability of accurate measure, allowed for 

maximization of the (theological) benefits thereof. It is in regards to Protestant 

                                                
22 Op. cit. 
23 Hill, 123 – 125; Giddens, 127 – 131. 
24 Giddens, 130 – 131; cf. Hamilton, 1 – 6.  
25 Weber, 2002, 109. 
26 Giddens, 178 – 184; Lewis, David J. and Andrew J. Weiger, “The Structures and Meanings of Social 
Time”, Social Forces, Vol. 60, No. 2, Special Issue (Dec., 1981), 445 (432 – 462); Cf. Anderson’s 
identification of the contemporary meaning of time as “homogenous” and “empty” in Anderson, 
Benedict, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 1983 [1991], 26.  
27 Hensley, Paul B., “Time, Work and Social Context in New England”, The New England Quarterly, 
Vol. 65, No. 4. (Dec.,1992), 533. (531 – 559) 
28 Hensley, 535 



theology of proper use of time that Weber writes that, “of all the sins, the wasting of 

time constitutes the first and, in principle, the most serious.”29 Consistent with 

Weber’s identification of the eradication of traces of their original theological 

significance, those aspects of Protestantism altered into powerful implements of the 

capitalist ‘spirit’ were created through a significant transmutation of this time value.30 

 

The historical coincidence of Protestant frugality towards work, and scrupulous 

timekeeping with the invention of the clock, is noted by Thompson.31 The history of 

devices for telling the time from church bells to the pocket watches of Victorian 

gentlemen, to the easily affordable forms of the present, argues Hensley, lessened the 

church’s monopoly upon the social significances of temporality. “[S]ince meeting 

houses served not only as centers for worship but for secular business as well, placing 

time devices there […] reminded townspeople of God’s hand in time.”32  

  

The essentiality of time to regulating labour – in the Protestant sense – mean that its 

development into modern capitalist forms (assisted by the regularity of the 

mechanical clock) saw a parallel conversion in the value accorded time. Capitalist 

systems through aid of the clock began to be characterized by, “regularity, uniformity, 

subordination, harmony, and efficiency” which, as shall be shown below, are a similar 

set of conditions the Peruvian government intends to invoke.33 As a reliable method of 

determining maximum output through regulation of labour hours, time, like the 
                                                
29 Weber, 2002, 105. 
30 Cf. Anderson’s identification of the contemporary meaning of time as “homogenous” and “empty” in 
Anderson, Benedict, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 1983 [1991], 26.  
31 Thompson, E.P., “Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism”, Past and Present, No. 38. 
(Dec., 1967), 56 – 97. 
32 Hensley, 539; Cf. Le Gof, Jacques (Goldhammer, Arthur, trans.), Time, Work & Culture in the 
Middle Ages (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 46, 47. 
33 Ibid, 554. The bureaucratic machinery of a capitalist economy, furthermore, is pertinently – and 
appropriately – symbolized by the regularity of the clock. 



Protestant work ethic, has been disengaged from its theological foundation, moulded 

into a commodity and imbued with solely capitalist industrial value.34 Originally a 

critical indicator of an ascetic Protestant theology of salvation through work, time is 

today the principal medium of global economic networks, assuring “conformity to the 

economic and organizational exigencies of industrial production…”35  

 

The rational culture inaugurated by the Protestant ethics of work, whereby 

reinvestment of capital, emphasis on hard work and devotion to industry inspirited the 

development of capitalist forms of production, has according to Weber resulted in an, 

“iron cage”.36 Humanity, he writes, is “dominated” by the ethic of acquisition of 

maximum capital, respected as “the ultimate purpose of […] life.” Economic gain, 

unbridled from the theology of ascetic labour, is in Weber’s words no longer, “the 

means for the satisfaction of […] material needs” but instead constitutes a “powerful 

cosmos” from which the subject has no recourse.37 The capitalist economic order that 

Weber likens to a cage pulsates, he writes, “with overwhelming force.”38 La Hora Sin 

Demora, the enforcement of a mechanized temporality as a means to economic 

efficiency, embodies this force, and attempts its application through recourse to 

established social, cultural and religious values. “Wherever the conduct of a vocation 

cannot be explicitly connected,” Weber notes, “to the highest cultural values of a 

spiritual nature […] persons today usually abandon any attempt to make sense of the 

                                                
34 Appadurai, Arjun, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996). Reflecting the gradual divestment of theological significance 
from those Protestant work practices, the temporality by which capitalist economy is regulated is the 
imperative to haste, growth and gain. Cf. Hamilton. 
35 Giddens, 130. Italics added. 
36 Although Kalberg renders the German, ‘stahlhartes Gehaüse’ as ‘steel-hard casing’, I have used the 
phrase’s more popular translation. Weber, 2002, 123. 
37 Ibid.  
38 Ibid. 



notion of a vocational calling altogether.”39 A punctual, dedicated and conscientious 

attitude to the capitalist union of work and time is contained in La Hora Sin Demora 

by appeal to three main “values of a spiritual nature”: virtue, respect and harmony.40   

 

Increasing the state’s economic output through punctuality necessitates that valuing 

time be considered a “civic virtue”.41 It entails, according to a document published by 

the government to announce its beginning, “arriving and leaving at the established 

hour, fulfilling the opportunity of time with our obligations and responsibilities, 

working with the most efficiency and best quality, and considering others by taking 

advantage of time to its fullest.”42 The “virtue” of arrival at “the established hour”, 

evokes Weber’s idea of the vocational calling.43 Set within a theology that prescribed 

performance of one’s duty in accord with divine will, the Protestant ideal of labour 

was as a devotional activity to which an individual was uniquely suited.44 In this case 

as well, devotion is an ‘inner’ disposition. However, virtue is not here the kind 

derived from devotion to work “as an absolute end in itself, a calling,” but rather is 

associated with the financial benefits reaped from respect for a state temporality.45 

Attention to the clock – “taking advantage of time” – amounts to ‘consideration of 

others’ in that an attitude of temporal diligence, or respect for time, is recognized by 

the state as a critical element of the ‘cage’ of capitalist production. 

                                                
39 Weber 2002, 124.  
40 “Virtud”, “respeto” and “acuerdo/ mezcla.” See footnote 50.  
41 “La puntualidad es una virtud cívica que imlica llegar y terminar a la hora establecida, cumplir a 
tiempo oportunamente con nuestars obliaciones y responsabilidades, trabaja con mayor eficiencia y 
calidad, lo mismo que aprovechar mejor el tempio por consideración a los demos.” PLHSD, 5. See 
footnote 18.  
42 Ibid. The document is entitled, Peru: La Hora Sin Demora – Campaña Nacional “Por El Reseto Y 
La Puntualidad” (2007), which translates as Peru: Time Without Delay – ‘National Campaign for the 
Respect of Punctuality’ (hereafter referred to be as PLHSD). It is available online in Spanish. See 
footnote 7. 
43 See footnote 21.    
44 Giddens, 129 – 130. 
45 Weber, 1976, 61 – 62. 



 

The terms ‘respect’ and ‘punctuality’ are used nearly interchangeably in state 

discourse.46 Examples of the slogans intended to encourage enthusiasm for the new 

temporal value are, “Value yourself: unpunctuality offends”, and “Respecting others 

gains you the right to be respected.”47 The religious undertone of the value of 

reciprocal respect is expressly identified as analogous to the economic dexterity of 

developed nation states: respect is a, “supreme good of every modern, democratic 

society…”48 Intended to reinforce the state’s capitalist economy, citizens’ respect (of 

each other and of the state) is considered conducive to a high rate of productivity and 

foreign investment.49 Forwarding a causal relationship with bureaucratic efficiency – 

respect engenders trust – the state’s focus upon respect as a critical component of the 

campaign regards punctuality in primarily economic terms, as a primary precondition 

of, “establishment of a climate of confidence for investment...”50  

 

That ‘confidence’ is identified as integral to sustaining a culture of trust for 

encouraging [foreign] investment highlights the necessity of ‘harmony’ (acuerdo).51 

Contrasting with the economic inequality and disparity integral to the economic 

system it is trying to inculcate, the consequences of capitalism are shrouded by the 

                                                
46 The document is entitled, Peru: La Hora Sin Demora – Campaña Nacional “Por El Reseto Y La 
Puntualidad” (2007), which translates as Peru: Time Without Delay – ‘National Campaign for the 
Respect of Punctuality’ (hereafter referred to be as PLHSD). It is available online in Spanish. See 
footnote 7. 
47 “Valórate, el impuntual te ofende”; “Respetando ganas el derecho a ser respetando.” PLHSD, 9 – 10.   
48 “El respeto es un bien supremo que las sociedades democráticas y modernas...” (“Respect is a 
supreme good of every developed and modern society”.) PLHSD, 1.  
49 “La puntualidad […] favorecerá el establecimiento de un clima de confianza para la inversión...”, 
PLHSD, 6. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Despite the fact the Spanish word for harmony, ‘armonia’, is not used in the PLSHD, it is a prevalent 
theme. Because of its absence from the document I have rendered it here as the Spanish ‘acuerdo’ 
which means ‘agreement’ or ‘accord’. Incidentally, the name of the non-governmental body 
responsible for drafting La Hora Sin Demora is the Acuerdo Nacional, or ‘National Accord.’ Their 
motto is, ‘Unidos para Crecer’, or ‘United to Grow.’ PLHSD, 29; Cf. Hamilton, 1 – 6. See also footnote 
2. Cf. PLSHD, 20. 



state in terms of harmony: “In school they taught us the seven colours of the rainbow 

when mixed become one: white.”52 The ideal of social cohesion relative to work is 

identified by Weber as a feature of Lutheranism: “[T]he placement of people in given 

status groups and occupations [was viewed as] a direct manifestation of God’s will.”53 

Like Lutheran dedication to a vocation in accordance with God’s will, the state 

injunction to regulate working hours determines a causal connection between the 

cohesion of society and productivity. The homogenization of the work force – 

enforcing adherence to an international temporality – is aptly represented in the 

amalgamation of all ‘seven colours’ into one. The machinery of the capitalist state is 

indiscriminatory: all individuals are inextricably involved, writes Weber, in “the 

powerful cosmos of the modern economic order.”54  

 
The mechanization of Peru is intended increase by the imposition of a homogenous 

temporality, inducting of the citizen into a network of regulated labour devoid of 

theological significance. Virtue is devotion to the financial significance of time, 

respect is subservience to capitalist temporal values, and harmony is assimilation to 

the full force of capitalist enterprise. In this essay I have shown the Peruvian state’s 

goal of increasing its economy through the synchronization of its clocks rests on the 

replacement of traditional attitudes to work with distinctively Protestant values. I have 

noted the transformation of frugal temporal values of Protestantism into the 

contemporary economic commodity of the present. Time’s mechanization further 

facilitated the burgeoning of capitalist forms of economic activity, compelling the 

rhythmic beating or ‘pulsation’ of a system that ensures the incorporation of the 

individual to its alienating effects through an unceasingly urgent temporality lacking 
                                                
52 “En la escuela nos enseñaron que cuando los siete colores del arco iris al girar se mezcelan, se 
convierten en uno sólo: el blanco.” PLHSD, 2. 
53 Weber, 2003, 101. 
54 Weber, 2002, 123. 



theological heritage and devoid of material satisfaction. Participation is this modern 

temporal fabric is unavoidable, for it constitutes the very essence of economic 

transactional order.55 Ideologies of capitalist growth and gain are in Peru enforced 

from behind a veil of religious values of virtue, respect and harmony, which obscure 

the engineering of an iron cage through La Hora Sin Demora, or ‘time without delay.’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
55 Just as, “[t]he Puritan wanted to be a person with a vocational calling [but] today we are forced to 
be,” the gradual divestment of temporality’s theological significance binds us to the mechanisms of the 
capitalist regime. Weber, 2002, 123. 
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